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6:00 p.m.

Neal S. Blaisdell Center Arena
and Exhibition Hall
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Commencement Ceremonies
President Geoffrey Bannister, Ph.D., Presiding
Vice President of Academic Affairs, John Kearns, Ph.D., Master of Ceremonies

Processional

Hawaiian Chant
Instructor Tracie Lopes, Hawaiian Studies

Invocation
The Reverend Dale Burke, University Chaplain

Sea Warrior Band
Anne Haugaard, Soloist, International Vocal Ensemble
“Star-Spangled Banner”
“Hawai‘i Pono‘i”
Alma Mater

Welcome and Introduction of Guests
President Geoffrey Bannister, Ph.D.

Paul C. T. Loo Distinguished Alumni Award Presentation

Trustees’ Award for Teaching Excellence Presentation

Valedictory Speakers
Toni-Anne Marie Mannino, BSBA
Lauren Ferrier Pollock, BSN
Matthew Thomas Wilson, MACOM

Commencement Address
Chairman Michael J. Chun, Ph.D., Hawai‘i Pacific University Board of Trustees

Presentation of Candidates

Conferring of Degrees

Degrees in Course

Recessional

Please remain in your seats until the recessional is complete.
Hawai‘i Pacific University

HOLOMUA ME KA ‘OIAʻIʻO
“Forward In Truth”

Master of Arts in Communication

Yaqian Bao
Kenneth Berg†
Jacob Timothy Bradshaw
Patrick Dane Carson
Stephanie Tievon Cruz
Amy Katherine Fuhrmeister
Matthew Aaron Hartmann

Robert Dale Jones
Dong Junqiu
Johanna C. Levenius Katzman
Ashley Michelle Lewis
Timothy Francis Lussier
Leah Marie Michaels†
Melvin Charles Nacacio Milton Jr.
Nicole Ann Nolting†

Rikke Sun Ørnsholt†
Grace Urata Imperial Ranan
Erica Danielle Williams
Matthew Thomas Wilson†
Gabrielle Lee Witner
Hui Xin Zheng
Veleslava Plamenova Zhereva†

†With Distinction

(honor point average (HPA) 3.7–4.0)

Master of Arts in Diplomacy and Military Studies

Caroline Hunstad Andersen†
Kelly Ann Archer
Alexandria De Luna
Kyle Dennis Gaynor
Benjamin Savage Gerhardtz†
Marcela Gill†
Vincent Griffin

Zhulieta Blagovestova Ibisheva†
Nathan James Lawrence†
Susanna Mizell
Duane Juso Ogawa†
Krystle A. Paul
Brian A. Rogers
David Sebastian Ronsen†

Eugen Schlosser†
Jeremy Todd Snyder†
Krich Tangsongrisak
Erik Tilly
Jennifer Lynne Tilly
Anya Brangana Wilhelm
Edward Joseph Zelczak†

Master of Arts in Global Leadership and Sustainable Development

Lauren Marie Ballou†
Christopher Michael Barzman†
Kimo Keikiokalani Carvalho
Even Daae
Linh T. Do†

Jennifer Anne Harrington
Marianne Preus Jacobsen
Rachel Marie James†
Ry Allen Meyer†
Caelan Michael O’Meara†

Laura Micheline Rose Pirkle†
Kelsey Sellmann
Brenda Denise Suazo†
Nicholas Peter Tras†
Tara Margaret Zirker
MASTER OF ARTS IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Antoine Leroy Batiste†
Pamela Ruth Buelow†
Patricia Pauline Chong†
Joshua David Dinkins†
Carrie Stephanie Elve

Susanne Evelyn Grob†
Julie Lange Hansen†
Helene Beate Jansen†
Christy Noela Koanui-Vega

Chiwen Liang
Kevin Lynn Perkins†
Jason Profitt†
Ingri Marie Rostad†
Austin Waverly Thoms†

†With Distinction (HONORS POINT AVERAGE (HPA) 3.7–4.0)

MASTER OF ARTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Justus Dezerae Abelon†
Fahez Ayed Alayed†
Lorraine Ann Kaleolani Apana
Manal Ibrahim Binomar†

Gwendolyn Evaughn Evans
Sasha Jaime Goto†
Sara Anne Herrington

Brittany Renee Jarnagin†
Chahati Lani Fern Leslie†
Yazmin Leilani Lobendahn†
Matthew Ray Parker

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

Yanping Bai†
BAIMADEJI†
Jennifer Hee Sook Blair†
Mary Lynn Brinkman†
Krystal Darcia Dillet
Hanh Thi Dinh

Sherry Santo Formolo†
Hyoejong Jang†
Kristina Erik Keith
Hyorim Kim
Sandra Helen Kirkoski†

Andre Delacruz Langevin†
Hong Thi Xuan Le†
Jin Hee Lee
Emily Leong Moore
Nguyen Phuong Thanh†
Lalilm Yang†

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Alan Masato Abe†
Michael Amanda Ahern†
Marius Andreassen†
Barbara Michelle Autin†
John Paul Bickford†
Aaron Charles Blanchard
Cameron Vincent Blew
Bradley N. Boudreaux
Paul Matthew Brill
Marie Fe Godoy Bumanglag†
Julia Li Chang
Jeffrey Kam Young Ching†
David S. Chow†
Yu-Chi Chu†
Charles Coleman†
Wendy Michelle Darling
Danel S. Davis†
Layla Joy Lehua Dedrick†
Robert William Edwards
John Gregory Fenessy†
Ouida M. Ferguson
Matthew William Flogstad†
Timo Fuhrmann†
Jessica Campos Gamião
Jade Gomez
Brandon Corey Goode†
Gitte Gottleberg†
Lei Ana Elizabeth Green†
Matthew Guerrero†
Vivian R. Guzman-Aniban
Zhuxiqi Hao
Paul Henri Marie Harleman†
Keary Thomas Haubner†

Mona Gjerdrum Haugen†
Amy Hazelwood†
Jorjelya Chemei Hee
Qing Yu Hu
Patricia Christine Hunt†
Jessica Rochelle Corcoro Jarquio
MiYang Jin
Joan Marianna Joensen
Aaron Jermain Johnson
Anthony Roger Jones†
Herman Roberto Jopia Bonnet†
Ting-Ting Kan†
Kathryn Gail Kang
Christy Noela Koanui-Vega
Stephnie Marie Ku'una'i Kunz†
Macy Ann U. Lee
Chahati Lani Fern Leslie†
Michael Wesley Liles
Kuo-Yuan Ling
Marco Lo Cicero†
Anastasiya Manet†
Melissa Alice Matsuura†
Diane Marie Mills†
Felicia Lacson Ming†
Emily Morgan Myers
Kai Henning Napp
Christine Akemi Odo†
Jason Shigeyuki Oshiro†
Arturo Parks Jr.
Tyree Jareaa Payne
Kevin Lynn Perkins†
Diana Phung-Vuong

Craig A. Poeling†
William Joseph Poggi
John R. Provenza†
Joselyn Leano Rackley†
Anne Ringvold
Tuiikura Cindy Roche
Cameron Drew Ryals†
Liliana M. Sanchez
Michael Nicholas Sancilardi†
Dara Alohalani Shelton
Ada T. M. Sonoda†
Mark Sora†
Vasil Vasilev Stoyanov
Jennifer Grace Lim Takahashi†
Xiao Tian
Anna Marie Aquino Tom
Stephen Joseph Trimble†
Mayumi Tsukada†
Mina Uwakubo
Keith Randall Wagner†
Han Cheng Wang
Stacie K. Wataguchi†
SueAnn Namette Wells†
Jessica L. West†
Hsing-Hsuan Wu
Yi-Chin Wu
Justin James Wurth†
Yu-Ying Yeh
Bulu Yousey†
Daniel L. Yousey†
Lin Yuan†
Andrea Zannoni†
Yusupova Zarina†
Master of Education in Elementary Education

Natalie Erin Sampson†

Master of Education in Secondary Education

Imee Pasalo Caraang†
Rachael Watabe Colman†
Melissa Elizabeth Feist†
Ian Jingiu Oshiro Ferris†
Hulya Gumus†
Jacqueleen Ann Hale†
Kyle Alexander Kaiser†
Lauren Elizabeth LeVault†
Channing Marie Apolonio Llaneza†
Joseph Lucas†
Cheryl Lynn Oishi†
Amber Lynn Russell†
Nathaniel Paul Silva†
Jordan Satoru Tani†

Master of Science in Information Systems

Alan Masato Abe†
Lars Berg†
Justin Anthony Delp
Edie Marie Mangibin Fairbank
Daniel Jason Gallegos
Vivian R. Guzman-Aniban
Ole Christian Hansrud†
James Yasuyuki Horiiuchi
Kathalia M. Jimenez†
Fredrik Andre Linna†
Anthony Derek Marlin†
Daniel Jiro Nakamura
Shizuka Onuma
David James Stevens
Yulie Tjahjadi
Dusan Radoje Vrugic
Xiao Zhang†
Anze Znidarsic†

Master of Science in Marine Science

Kerry McDonald Foltz
Jessica Marie Jacob†
Jessica U. Lopez
Justin A. Reinicke†
Erin Teresa Urekew

Master of Science in Nursing

Linnea Michelle Baker†
Donna Maria Bernhard
Carrie Joyanne Bhavsar
Kathy Mickey Gadaigan†
Grant Jeffery Gainsley†
Jaime Lyn Hahn†
Ellen Denise Harris
Kenya N. Johnson
Sung Yup Jung
Haruko Katsuie
Kritika Koirala†
Lorna Luna Magaoay
Heidi Lynn Read†
Julie Ann Sabin†
Jiim Yang†
Dominique Isabel Rutherford Zuluaga†

Master of Social Work

Monica Maria Aquiningoc
Laura M. Belding
Nicholas Scott Brown
Crystal Maya Cathcart†
Toni Crite†
Natasha Simone Davis
Nina Higgins Davis†
William H. Davis Jr.
Raquel Yamileth de Oliveira†
Elizabeth Jane Do†
Rachel Samantha Donahue†
Kimberly Ann Drewry†
Sarah Catherine Faulkner
Marjat Kaarina Feltamo†
Candice M. Gonsalves†
Madeleine Helstad
Colin Garreth Hosking†
Freddie Potasi Ika
Krystal Ikeda†
Alissa Rose James†
Alina Ann Krol
Stephanie Victoria Louie†
Norman Noboru Matsuaki Jr.†
Olivia Juanita McArthur†
Latoya Latrece McClain
Matthew Joseph Alapaki Murray
Paul Takeo Oshiro
Julie P. Ramsey-McFarland†
Megan Elizabeth Rodriguez†
Verma Fe Gabbac Sagaysay
Wilford Samia
Nekita Shay†
Alana Iwalani Souza
Jennifer C. Stetkiewicz
Sonia Subani-Quintyne
Elizabeth Angeli Malia Kaina Torres
Hannah Ganitano Vallejo†
Danielle Marie Washington
Sara LeeAnne Williams
Denise Ulani Yamanaka
Sophaneth Yorn†
Janessa Renea Zabkowski†

†With Distinction (HONORS POINT AVERAGE (HPA) 3.7–4.0)
Bachelor of Arts

Nicole E. Ahola
Maria Alvarez
Crystal Lee Arnold
Hannah Marie Ashley***
Christopher Avery
Sheila Marie Back**
Thomasina Tammy Barnes
Brittany Nicole Barry
Mikaela R. Bates
Kameron Depre Beckett
William Bellevy***
Omar Benavidez
Mary Elizabeth Berner
Jonathan Thomas Betz***
Andrew Thomas Blackman
Allison Marie Bonk
Corey Lemark Brann**
Meghan Laurel Frances Brasier**
Mark A. Brians II****
Paul Andrew Brittain
Michael Joel Buckmaster
Laura Buffi***
Naleiokalani Burrows
Melissa Sue Caban
Amanda Marie Canty
Jessica P. Caraang****
Mark Alan Makana Carpenter****
Valerie Maeva Cheung Piou**
Song-fee Choa**
Jennika De’Nae Coleman
Denise Wehman Collette**
Nicholas J. Conklin
Kristal Ann Conrad**
Antoine D. Cox
Taylor Simone Craig***
Shiela Marie Creal
Sarah Crisolo
Keoni DeLeon Guerrero Cushnie
Denise-Rae Morales de Guzman
Gunmar Kalani de Leon
Nicole Leigh Deaton
Lance Antonio Defiesta
Emmanuel DeJesus
Julie-Anna Gertrude Dietz****§
Daniel Joseph Efink**
Andrew Craig Elder***
Cory Adam Erstad****
Elizabeth Marie Everett
Jordan Lewis Fabin
Douglas Paul Faerber
Hayden Troy Farley
Ana Micaela Figueroa
John Fe'ao-Moe-Lotu Vaosi Finau
Jordan Billiou Fleischmann
Luis Ernesto Fonseca
Douglas Eugene Frisbie
Gi comma Mina Fumai
Long Gao
Daniel Christopher Goetz
Crissy Ann N. Gofigan
Bryan Martin Gornet
Lauryn Cerie Gravley**
Michael Andrew Greene
Leeshie Nicole Grimes
Ashley E. Hamel
Brian Keith Hanchett
Maria Hansson Grönroos
Jacob Allen Hargis
Bryce Harrison Hartman
Rebecca Leah Hartman
Mayuko Hattori
James Kent Hayden
Kalina Hernandez
Dwayne Eddie Hickman Sr.**
Courtney Glorri Hobbs-Buster
Brittany Laree Hoff
Kezia Samantha Holm
Tanya Jane Hubbard
Leialani Hufana
Alison Paige Hutchens
Torri Ke'alohilani Ishida
Andricka Michelle Jackson
Lia Charjuan Jamerson***
Ashley Jean Jameson McNair
Jairon Gabriel Jarrin
Antonio Terrell Johnson
Jonathan Michael Jones**
Marcie Mieko Kagawa*****
Peter Francis Kalangie
Megan Janelle Riye Kami***
Serena Karnagy***
Cameron Ryan Kelsey***
Darel Robert Kelsey*****
Kerstin L. Kent**
Kathleen Anne Kincaid****§
Leanne Sarah Knight***
Jessica Marie Koger**
Ryan Erik K. Lam**
Matthew Mak Mew Lau
David Andrew Lawrence
Jooho Lee
Ruth Catherine Leigh***
Alexis Kaylyn Liberto
Kamana No'eau Luis
John R. Magiera
Valerie Lynn Marini
Constance T. Marshall
Dayna Catherine Martin
Starr kaolo'okalani Martinez**
Aliilei leumua Kereti Matautia
Julianne Gera McAndrew
Kathleen Marie McDowell
Robert Jackson Mears
Crystyn Anne Merrill****
Cody Merriman
Mathieu Milani
Richard Bradley Miller
Maari Mizobuchi
Abel Montelongo
Jun Francis Mooney
Michael Scott Moore***
Keiko Marianne Morales
Masaru Morimosato
Sherise Marie Musquiz
Kristine S. Myers
Alyssa Yuki Nagata***
Stephanie Kwai Hee Nakamura****§
Gouldine Calumpong Napala**
Megan Nichols**
Ashley Lolita Nicholson
Rochelle Nicholson
Saskia Anne Nienhuis
Laura Nuñe
Rachel K. O’Hara
Lawrence Kentrell Olive
Alisa Mahealani Onishi
Justin Scott Ornellas
Christopher Charles Iwao Ota**
Darikhand Oyunchimeg
Jorelle Agmata Pagdilao
Antonio Bernard Parker
Ashley Ellen Parsons
Jazzmin Chennel Patterson****§
Beth Marie Pereira**
Richard Brennan Powers**
Jeffrey Prather***
Rosanna Mahealani Prieto
Alexander Rafalovich IV**
Mark Edward Ramsay
Alena Iwalani Rodenhurst****
David Scott Kekoa Rosehill***
Christopher Thomas Rutter
Warren Matthew Sabugo**
Tara Michiko Agamao Sakamoto****
Raymond Joseph Salazar
Robyn Elizabeth Salmon
Clarice Anne Schaefer****
Nadia Schulkind
Colleen Anne Seibel****
Richard Leamon Shaw
Elaine April Sheather
Sue Lynn Shinsato
Daniel Scott Small
Justin James Smith
Tyler James Edward Smith

** Cum Laude (HPA 3.4–3.59)
*** Magna Cum Laude (HPA 3.7–3.89)
§ University Scholar
**** Summa Cum Laude (HPA 3.9–4.0)
Bachelor of Arts

Jesse Levi Snow**
Jonah Leaf Sowers**
Riana Batangan Stellburg
Justyn Calaycay Tabanug
Melissa Jeanne Taitano
Aya Terazawa***
Courtney Amanda Thorn***
Ryan Conlu Tinajero***
Kozy Toriano
Chelsea Sayuri Toyama**
Heather Ann Tupin****

Monika Helena Winkowska***
Matthew F. G. Wong****
Brittney Michelle Wood
Nickolas Wooden
Daniel R. Woodruff
Charity Fay Wright
Merita Xhemajli
Savannah Marie Yendrey
Jayson S. Yim
Nicole Kamala Katsuko Yogi**
Blane Keolalani Yoshimura

Bachelor of Education

Heather Brianna Manahan

Jonathan Kimei Yogi**

Bachelor of Science

Elan Michael Adary
Julius Ikol Adungo
Dongie Rebellen Agnir***§
Astrid Maria Aguirre
Brittany Jena Atiburciqu****§
Joelie Gabriela Barber
Kyle Byron Bean***
Mark Adam Becker
Robert T. Bennett Jr.
Scott Warren Bingo
Joseph H. Blair
Alyssia Nichole Boekl
Stephanie Christine Brooks
Hayden N. Brown
Mikalynn Ellen Castillano
Alyssa Ann Caylor
Carlos Chavarria
Eun Jung Choi**
Julie-Anna Gertrude Dietz****§
Kelli Ann DiFazio
William Nathan Dixon
Sara Michelle Duncan***§
Javier Estrada
Margaux Filippi***
Dana Sumiko Fujiwara
Nicholas Ryan Furst
Terry Gaiter**
Joanna Barbara Georgiev***

Katrina Anne Gundlach
Aleksandr Herring
Wallace Kiyoishi Ito
Tawnee Kahi’olowailani Natsue Jones
Travis Logan Kahly
Candace Chiemi Kenata
Kristopher C. Karanovich
Joseph Harry Karl***
Timothy Joseph Keene
Maile Jana Kim
Jarred Klosinski
Benjamin H. Lee
Leconte Lee**
Mindy W. Lin
Ye Min Maung***
Lucas Theodore Mohler**
Christopher Daniel Nelson**
Francis Nguyen
Peter Nguyen**
Georgia Marie Nichols
David B. O’Neill
Robert James Park
Darcie Renee Patterson
Maxine E. Pauley
Jacob Thomas Pennington
Jose Horacio Ramos
Amanda K. Ramsey***

Charles Eugene Renfro III
Anthony Francis Rossi III**
Gabriela Adriana Rueda López
Rachelle Alexandra Ryan
Sylamina Lomamana Sakiestewa
Matthew Lawrence Sampson
Mochimaru Sayako
Kayla Yi Schlaich****§
Ryan Patrick Shea
Scott Shamsher Singh Sidhu**
Mandi Katherine Lee Sinclair
Lauren M. Smoot
Angela Samantha Sowa
Christine Anne Spader
Marcus Nabrit Stephens
Sherry Jean Stewart**§
Haruna Sugino***
Davin Nathan Tei Suzuki
Sandy Michelle Thompson
Deniece Mariah Tukuafu
Ashley Ann Uehara***
Meredith Florence Ulrich***
Somet Viwatmanitsakul****
Andrew Paul Wandstrat
Krystal Cora Wester
Bryan Christopher Wolford
Derek James Wyss**
Brittney Paige Ynfante

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Rachel Paulino Abad
Larry Abilla
Sherwin Compa Ancheta
Morgan Elizabeth Applegate
Norman R. Aquino II
Clara De Holanda Araújo****
Lesly Arel Gonzalez****
Brian Daniel Baker

James Edgar Baker Jr.
Erik Owen Ballentine
Thuyvi Thi Barrineau
James Michael Binari
Christopher Scott Blizard
Fehrina Ayundasari Boediman**
Norma Yamileth Boies
Rolando Anthony Bowen

Chandra Ann Braegge***
Ken Nicolas Brueggemann
Erin Leigh Buckmaster
Daniel Nicolay Frimann Bügel**
Charles Joseph Carillon**
Vincent J. Carll
Dick J. Castellar Amado**
Tommy Rafael Castillo

** Cum Laude (HPA 3.4 – 3.69)
*** Magna Cum Laude (HPA 3.7 – 3.89)
§ University Scholar
**** Summa Cum Laude (HPA 3.9 – 4.0)
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Christopher Kulani Char
Diogenes Che Menezes De Araujo Dias
David C. Cheek
Yew Teng Cheng***
Brandon Ying Wai Chong
Angie Veronica Clark
Jonathan Philip Cleighorn
Cynthia M. Cohn**
Nicholas Ian Copeland**
Jacob K. Crawford
Date Ortha Dakitse**
Sarah Elizabeth Day***
Jennifer Mona Lisa de Brum
Pete Daniel De La Cruz
Amanda Marie Derrenbacher
Guia Anna Elizabeth Surla Dixon
Sascha M. Duban
Travis Auld Edmiston
Casey Bruce Eidson
Richard Allen Fisher**
Espen Frafjord****
Kainoa Puu'wainohualani Frank**§
Joshua Philip Gainey***
Mona R. Galutira
Bryson Teruo Goda
Christopher Hamilton Gooch
Bonnie Rose Kamalei Gottlieb
Eduard Alexander Gutierrez***
Kristin Renae Harris***
Michael David Harris**
Jonathan Hunter Hart
Douglas Edward Hawk
Joel Jeffrey Hahn
Janice Denise Hidrovo
Anthony Saul Hillenbrand
Michael Hideki Hodson
Joseph Alexander Hoegg**
Tony Huang***
Tzu-Ting Huang
Lisa Renee Hudson**
Joseph Benton Hutcheson
Yui Ikeda
Lai Fa Ip
Ryan Imaiakalani Ishibashi
Kazuaki Ishikawa
Michell A. John
Ingrid Johnsen***
Precious Ann Jumper**

Luis Angel Jungo
Tiana Marie Kamalei Kamiko***§
Lani Kim***§
Marcus Hans Kindblad**
Kozue Kodaka
Sean Daniel Kovacs
Tsui Yu Kwan
Ryan Erik K. Lam**
Georgina Tiotina Langley
Keoni H. Lee*****
Danielle N. Lewis
Marcus A. Lewis
Tsung Han Lin
Kristen Marie Litherland
Tianchen Liu**
Joshua Micah Looney
Nicholas Stilianos Loucas
Saul Emmanuel Lucatero Chavez
Kawika Brandon James Lyons
Dany Malley
Toni-Anne Marie Mannino****
Michael Lintaro McDermott
Catherine Marie McFadden**
Jeffrey James McFadden***
Jo Anna Minden Meaders
Abed Menard
Karen L. Michel
Joseph Troy Miles
Jessica Miriga
Rylan Akira Morihara****
Kaulumaika Mukawa
Joe Murillo Jr.
Damian Jerome Murray
Michael Murrietta
Jess Vergara Navarrete Jr.***
Kaori Nishida
Timothy E. Orser Jr.
Misty Elizabeth Pena
Merle Reyes Perez
Reyna Anne 'Ihilani Pila**
Travis Garrison Placha***
Megan Alicia Porter
Tabitha Crystal Porter
Rhea Almazan Quemado**
Catherine A. Ramos**
Geary F. Reed
Nicholas Everett Reed

Stephanie Lorraine Rich***
Amanda S. Richardson
Sheri Mahealani Robello
Lynda Sonya Roberts**
Samuel Rodriguez Fontanez
Daniel Omar Rosales**
Laura Ashley Mahealani Russell***
Chinami Sakata
Laura Lee Santimore*****
Henry M. Santos
Tana June Sears***
Jason Mark Seaton
Joshua Keenan Shanklin
Tiffany Michelle Shaw
Kim Marie Sherrill
Sayaka Shimizu
Megumi Shimura
Peer Shmelzer*****
Ryan L. Shrestha
Dustin Jay Simcox
Brian Quidilla Simon
Robert Wesley William Singleton**
Eric Smith
Tatijana E. L. Smith
Amy Gwen Sorrells
P'ilani Laurianne Leimomi'ali Kihapili'ali Sorrells
Vincent Darwin Spence
Paul Brian Stinebiser
Yen-Chang Su
Ameeta Rajwanti Swaby
Michelle Renee Tarantino
Mai Tatebayashi
Laura Diane Temple
Giabao Hoang Thach
Tiffany Wailana Noah Tobita
Radley Ramos Tuzon***
Nelson Jun Uehara
Nicholas G. Walker**
Peng Wang
Jeremy Alexander Weaver
Deborah R. Williams
Donald Keith Williams
Shannell Alica Williams
Daniel Eric Winograd**
Marcus Seiji Yano
Donn Sueki Yonemitsu
Mark Dwayne York***
Emiko Yoshimizu

Bachelor of Science in Health Science

Lindsay Ann Abrigo
Mary Christine Garcia Agnes
Nina Elsbeth Ahlers
Daisha Ann Bradley
Ashley Pearl Faulkner
Kaysha Fujiko Izumoto
Jazmen Nicole Jackson
Rachel Lauren Klain
Erica Naleolani Young Lacaden

** Cum Laude (HPA 3.4 – 3.69)
*** Magna Cum Laude (HPA 3.7 – 3.89)
$ University Scholar
**** Summa Cum Laude (HPA 3.9 – 4.0)
# Bachelor of Science in Health Science

- Kara Kennedy Latham
- Rachelle Leong
- Suzette Ortega Madamba
- Stacy Grace Bonilla Magaoay
- Mary Ann Magaw

- Brian Stephen McClendon
- Alyssa Joy Manarpaac Miyat
- Allain Daniel Paet
- Mikaela Linore Paulate

# Bachelor of Science in Nursing

- Irvin Levi D. Acosta
- Jordan Ruth Ahrens**
- Tania Kuuido Akina
- Jennifer Borres Alvarado
- Sean Michael Laraya Arcalas
- Lauren Nanali Ayson
- Donica Liwanag Badua
- Maylenne Abanilla Baloran
- Lawrence Olorio Banzon
- Paige Nicole Bertram
- Amanda Claire Bledsoe
- Chelsea Calilung
- Sharon Mae Yanti Callo
- Margie Abarrientos Ceon
- Hilary Nicole Cezar
- Dolores M. Chen
- Chelsea Raeline Christensen
- Allison Grace Christian
- Amanda N. S. Chun
- Melissa Ann Claridad
- Paul Christian Coelho
- Desiree Ellen Cox
- Janelle Kanoelani DeReis***
- Stephanie Marie A. Diaz
- Emily Kristin Diedrich**
- Analiza Agron Domingo
- Kelly Elizabeth Duft**
- Celeste P. Eismont
- Kreul Maureen Aleta Fernandez
- Rachel Barut Ferrer
- Sheryl Yukiko Fukuda**
- Erika Vivar Garcia
- Charmiane Joyce Balon Garma
- Alyssa Michelle Gilman**
- Aimee Cadalzo Grande
- Trisha Chiemi Oto Hao
- Chelsea Kalikolehua Harbottle

- Troy Mitchell Henry
- Cedric Hiroshi Higa
- Keri Nobue Hirakawa
- Christopher Reid Hironaka
- Jennifer Ann Hutchinson
- Corrina E. K. Ibanez
- Aline Ann Escalas Ikeda
- Rose Marie C. Ilan
- Miriam Jose
- Kiana Mahealani Kahale
- Tami Ailani Shizue Kalaiva’a
- Fay Yuuko Kam-Okamoto
- Quenelle Nacapuy Nilo Kamaka
- Jolesa Jason Kanemaru***
- Erralyn Reiman Kapileo
- Donna Domingo Kim**
- Sun Hwa Kim
- Vanessa Quebral Krieger
- Raja-lynn Terri Kuuiop Lacuesta

- Warren Chiyono Ledesma***
- Nancy Lee
- Jennifer T. Locquiao
- Christian Lorenzo Lomboy
- Melanie R. Lopez***
- Michelle Bucao Madriaga
- Lianne K. Malepeai
- Samantha Lauren Marcolina**
- Leigh-Anne Marks
- Jacqueline Mitala
- Cori-lyn Mariko Miyasato**
- Matthew James Mudge
- Lindsey Pomaikai’ Napoleon***
- Kristine May Cueva Neyra**
- Mai Hoang Nguyen
- Fiona Gail Capili Nuñez
- Emmanuel B. Oliveria
- Jasmine Christa Perry
- Lauren Ferrier Pollock***

# Bachelor of Social Work

- Renae Balentine
- June Leslie Andres Banatica
- Erwin Lucero Castro
- Jewelle Reen Dela Rosa
- Ay-Laina Nicole P. Dimson**
- Stacy Bonilla Dona
- Angela Villamin Enriquez
- Alyssa Marie Fernandez

- Victoria Greeves
- Leila Ashiya Hafiz
- Danica M. Iglesias
- Francisca Andrea Koppel Canoeo**
- Airy Mae Sabio Laurente**
- Jane L. LeVaught
- Elvira P. Leming

- Mahealani Leigh Malepeai
- Roger Gerardo Martinez
- Kaleigh Nicole Meyer**
- Ashley Ayumi Nomura
- Ryan Alegado Raguirag
- Penny Yi Simpson
- Alexandra A. Sutterfield
- Nicole Kamala Katsuko Yogi**
Associate of Arts in General Studies

- Cami Jo Carter
- Danny Concepcion Jr.
- Chance Blaine Creeley
- Diana I. Garcia
- Carlos E. Garcia Rosales
- Abram A. Heller
- Adam Nicholas Jack
- Cheyenneh Lee
- Jennifer Christina Martinez
- Jeremy Lewis McKoy
- Brandon Lee Mehrhoff
- Dalton Lockard Mills III
- Brandon Washington Moffett
- Luke I. Mosel
- Aaron P. Navratil
- Deehnn Virginia Pulvino
- Heather E. Rodriguez
- Jessica E. Sherwood
- Jennifer Christine Sitzmann
- Phuong K. Tran
- Nestor D. Vargas
- Chanel Savannah Wolter

Associate of Arts in Justice Administration

- Anthony Victor Lynch
- Tracey S. McKinney
- Antonio Ivan Santiago

Associate of Arts in Mathematics

- Jonathan Carl Real
- Steven Josef Zimmermann

Associate of Science in Accounting

- Latasha Leigh Elam
- Krystal Michelle Ford
- Yuliya I. Gallagher
- Nichole Marie Johnson
- Amber Leigh Scaife

Associate of Science in Computer Science

- Djomar Romualdo Arios
- Ashley Michelle Castleberry
- Travis Wade Everett
- Kristy Kaye Madsen
- Christopher James McKinley
- Robert Bruce Norman
- Kyle Ryan Parsons

Associate of Science in Finance

- Cheryl Lynn Brown
- Diana Lorena Cruzado

Associate of Science in Management

- Daniel A. Asato
- Lacey Jayne Baker
- Tonya Lynn Butner
- Dawadrain Donetz Clark
- John Adam Curren
- Brandi Lee Majerus
- Marisela Patterson
- Nicholas Robert Reed
- George Orso Romano II

Associate of Science in Marketing

- Kirsten Nicole Browning

Associate of Science in Military Studies

- Thomas James Beauchene

Associate in Supervisory Leadership

- Cody J. Brock
- Rosa-La Pastora Brown
- Damian Lee Haug
- Curt Joseph Hedemark
- Prince Smith
- Jacelyn LaShae Stephens
- David Michael Valentini
- Adam Thomas Wagner
- Robert Paul Woodring III

*With Honors (HPA 3.4–4.0)
ABOUT OUR VALEDICTORY SPEAKERS

Valedictory speakers at Hawai‘i Pacific University are selected on the basis of grade point average and service to the community.

TONI-ANNE MARIE MANNINO

Toni-Anne Mannino spent her childhood in a single parent family in New York, but she attended three high schools in various states as her mother pursued a demanding traveling career. She continued her traveling education with her U.S. Marine Corps spouse. She attended four colleges and attained an Associate of Science degree in Business Administration before arriving to Hawai‘i Pacific University in 2009.

Mannino began studying toward a bachelor’s degree through the Military Campus Programs Kāne‘ohe Marine Corps Base Education Center. She earned A grades and was on the HPU Dean’s List every term. She is a member of the Phi Theta Kappa and Alpha Chi honors societies.

She is a life-long community volunteer. In Hawai‘i, she serves as an administrative volunteer for Wounded Warrior Detachment Hawai‘i. She also helped train dogs for Hawaii Fido, an organization that provides service dogs to mobility-challenged individuals, and worked with Therapeutic Horsemanship of Hawai‘i, an organization that provides horseback riding to Hawai‘i’s special needs population. She plans to continue her spirit of volunteerism throughout her life.

Mannino will receive a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with Summa Cum Laude honors.

LAUREN FERRIER POLLOCK

Lauren Pollock was working as a pathology assistant and phlebotomist at a Massachusetts hospital when she was inspired by the nurses’ interaction and compassion with their patients. She already had a bachelor’s degree in Zoology from Connecticut College, but decided to return to school to follow her new calling to a nursing career.

Pollock has been very active in volunteer activities even while maintaining a high grade point average in the Hawai‘i Pacific University Nursing Program. She was co-chair for the HPU Pinning Committee, class representative for the Student Nursing Association, and a member of Alpha Chi and Sigma Theta Tau International, the nursing honors society. She is active in the Hawai‘i community, volunteering for children’s inpatient facility Kūlana Mālama, the Hawaii Food Bank, and the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. She also works as a home health care assistant.

Pollock is married to a Navy Corpsman who was deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan while she pursued her bachelor’s degree at HPU. She plans to remain on O‘ahu with a goal of obtaining a nursing position at a local medical center.

Pollock will receive a Bachelor of Science in Nursing with Magna Cum Laude honors.

MATTHEW THOMAS WILSON

Matt Wilson already had graduated with Distinction with a master’s degree in Business Administration from Harvard Business School, before he entered the Hawai‘i Pacific University Master of Arts in Communication degree program. Wilson is once again graduating with honors for his second master’s degree.

As a partner in Pacific Bridge Holdings, LLC, Wilson works with Hawai‘i business leaders and entrepreneurs in strategic business development for automotive, real estate and other industries. He is active in the community as a board member for a charter school, and as an advisor to the pastor of New Hope Hawai‘i Kai. He is a board member for an initiative to build an adaptive sports center specializing in water sports for special needs children. He also was a member of HPU’s MACOM Club.

He formerly was an intelligence officer in the U.S. Navy for six years and led teams of intelligence analysts covering Asia and the Middle East. He lives in Hawai‘i Kai with his wife and infant son.

Wilson describes himself as a life-long learner. Tonight he is receiving a Master of Arts in Communication degree, with Distinction.

THE PAUL C.T. LOO DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

In tribute to Hawai‘i Pacific University co-founder Paul C.T. Loo, the University established an award program in 2001. The Paul C.T. Loo Distinguished Alumni Award recognizes exceptional HPU graduates for outstanding service to the University, professional and community accomplishments, and sharing Loo’s belief that “an HPU education is an instrument for helping others.”
**Honors Regalia**

Graduating students wearing honors regalia are members of local, national, or international honor societies. Honor cords, pins, or medallions identify students as members of one of the societies or programs listed below:

- **Presidential Scholarship Program**: Blue and green cords. Hawai‘i high school graduates who were awarded a 100% tuition waiver from the HPU President’s Scholarship Program for High School Students.

- **Alpha Chi**: Double gold cords. The top honor society at HPU, membership is limited to advanced junior and senior students who have an honors point average (HPA) of 3.6.

- **Alpha Epsilon Delta**: Red and violet cords. The national premedical honor society; membership is open to students with at least a 3.3 grade point average (GPA) and a major interest in medicine.

- **Alpha Lambda Delta**: Red, gold, and white cords. Membership limited to students in their first year at HPU who have achieved a GPA of 3.5.

- **Alpha Sigma Lambda**: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate students at least 27 years of age who have a GPA of 3.2.

- **Beta Beta Beta**: Green and red cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in biological sciences with a GPA of at least 3.0.

- **Chi Alpha Sigma**: Gold medallions. Membership limited to students in HPU athletics who have earned the equivalent of an intercollegiate varsity letter and have maintained a GPA of at least 3.4.

- **Delta Mu Delta**: Maroon and gold cords. Membership limited to undergraduate and graduate students in the business degree programs having a minimum HPA of 3.4 and 3.6, respectively.

- **Kappa Mu Epsilon**: Lapel pins. Membership limited to undergraduate students majoring in mathematics who have earned a GPA of 3.0 or better and rank in the upper 35% of their class.

- **Lambda Pi Eta**: Red cords. Membership limited to students majoring in communication who have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.25 for all communication courses.

- **Mu Kappa Tau**: Single blue cord. Membership limited to undergraduate or graduate marketing students who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and undergraduate students who are either in the top 10% of the junior class or top 20% of the senior class.

- **Phi Alpha**: Blue and gold cords. Membership limited to students enrolled in the social work degree program who have an overall cumulative GPA of 3.0, and a GPA of 3.25 in social work courses.

- **Phi Alpha Theta**: Lapel pins and medallions identify excellent students majoring in history ranking in the top 35% of their class.

- **Pi Sigma Alpha**: Medallion. Membership limited to students majoring or having taken at least six upper-division credits of courses in political science and have a cumulative GPA of 3.2.

- **Psi Chi**: Blue and gold cords (all members) and medallions for majors. Membership limited to students in psychology who have a cumulative GPA of 3.25 and rank in the top 35% of their class.

- **Sigma Delta Pi**: Lapel pins identify excellent students in the study and appreciation of Spanish language and culture who have a GPA of 3.0 in their Spanish courses and rank in the top 35% of their class.

- **Sigma Tau Delta**: Red and black cords identify students majoring in English, or minoring in Writing, Film Studies, or Literature who have a cumulative GPA of 3.44.

- **Sigma Theta Tau**: Purple and white cords. Membership limited to students in the School of Nursing who have a GPA of 3.0 (3.5 for graduate students) and were of junior or senior status with a ranking in the highest 35% of the nursing class.

- **Upsilon Pi Epsilon**: Maroon and white cords and lapel pin. Membership limited to students in the study of information systems, computer science, and computer information systems who have a GPA of 3.5 (or a 3.0 GPA for undergraduate students).

- **University Scholar**: Gold-ribboned honors medallion signifies a University Scholar who has maintained at least a 3.4 HPA in addition to completing nine honors-designated courses in their degree program.

**Honors and Degree Conferral**

Honors and degrees for this ceremony are calculated based upon grades earned prior to the current term. Honors and degrees are officially conferred when the University Registrar posts the degree to the student’s official transcript. Students graduating with HPU honors are wearing an honors sash as follows: Associate degree students graduating With Honors (with overall 3.4 HPA) receive a blue sash; Bachelor degree students graduating Cum Laude (3.4 – 3.69 HPA), Magna Cum Laude (3.7 – 3.89 HPA), or Summa Cum Laude (3.9 – 4.00 HPA) receive a green sash; Master degree students graduating With Distinction (3.7 HPA) receive a gold sash.
**Alma Mater**

*Amid the towers of the city – grows a University tried and true.*
*‘Ohana, warm and friendly, bloom in colors green and blue.*

*Hawai‘i Pacific, your spirit is grand.*
*We’ll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.*

*Our warriors are victorious. They catch the wave and sun,*
*and carry them to all of us – to strengthen us as one.*

*Hawai‘i Pacific, your spirit is grand.*
*We’ll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.*

**Lyrics and Music by:**
Teresa Kerr and Rich McKinney

---

**STAR-SPANGLED BANNER**
*(The Defense of Fort McHenry)*

*September 20, 1814*

*Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,*
*What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?*
*Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,*
*O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?*
*And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,*
*Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.*
*O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave*
*O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?*

**Lyrics by: Francis Scott Key**

---

**HAWAI‘I PONO‘Ī**

*Hawai‘i pono‘ī,*  
*Nānā i kou mō‘ī,*  
*Ka lani ali‘i,*  
*Ke ali‘i.*

*People of Hawai‘i,*  
*Look to your king,*  
*The royal chief,*  
*The chief.*

*Makua lani e,*  
*Kamehameha e,*  
*Nā kāua e pale*  
*Me ka ihe.*

*Royal father,*  
*Kamehameha,*  
*We shall defend*  
*With spears.*

*Hawai‘i pono‘ī,*  
*Nānā i nā ali‘i,*  
*Nā pua muli kou,*  
*Nā pōki‘i.*

*People of Hawai‘i,*  
*Look to your chiefs,*  
*The children after you,*  
*The young.*

*Hawai‘i pono‘ī,*  
*E ka lāhui e,*  
*‘O kāu hana nui*  
*E ui e.*

*People of Hawai‘i,*  
*O nation,*  
*Your great duty*  
*Strive.*

**Lyrics by: King Kalākaua, 1874**

**Music by:** Captain Henri Berger, Royal Bandmaster

---

**ALMA MATER**

*Amid the towers of the city – grows a University tried and true.*
*‘Ohana, warm and friendly, bloom in colors green and blue.*

*Hawai‘i Pacific, your spirit is grand.*
*We’ll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.*

*Our warriors are victorious. They catch the wave and sun,*
*and carry them to all of us – to strengthen us as one.*

*Hawai‘i Pacific, your spirit is grand.*
*We’ll flaunt your colors – from this fragrant land.*

**Lyrics and Music by:**
Teresa Kerr and Rich McKinney

---

**Hawai‘i Pacific University Sea Warrior Band under the direction of Dr. Patrick Hennessey.**
Graduates and faculty participating in HPU’s commencement ceremonies wear traditional academic attire. Associate and bachelor’s degree candidates wear black gowns with straight sleeves. Master’s degree candidates wear black gowns with oblong sleeves and hoods with colors that represent their degree programs. Faculty may wear the regalia representing the university from which they received their terminal degree. At HPU, graduates also may wear leis in addition to any honors cords and medallions they received during their academic careers. Tassel colors represent the various degree programs. They include:

**MA**
- MA: White
- MATESOL: White
- MBA: Drab
- MEd: Light Blue
- MSIS: Gold
- MSMS: Blue
- MSN: Apricot
- MSW: Citron

**Bachelors’ Degrees**
- BA: White
- BS: Gold
- BSHS: Gold
- BSBA: Drab
- BSN: Apricot
- BSW: Citron

**All Associate Degrees**
- Associate: Black

---

**Aloha ‘Oe**

We leave you tonight with one of the most famous Hawaiian songs, Aloha ‘Oe, a song of love and farewell. This song is dedicated to all of our graduates who will become our ambassadors of aloha around the world.

**Proudly the rain on the cliffs**
- Creeps into the forest
- Seeking the buds
- And miniature lehua flowers of the uplands.

**Farewell to you, farewell to you,**
- O fragrance in the blue depths.
- One fond embrace, I leave
- To meet again.

**Sweet memories come**
- Sound softly in my heart.
- You are my beloved sweetheart
- Felt within.

**I understand the beauty**
- Of rose blossoms at Mauna-wili.
- There the birds delight,
- Alert the beauty of this flower.
Senior Class Gift from the Class of 2012

Congratulations to the graduating Class of 2012!

Before moving on to the next phase of their lives, Hawai‘i Pacific University graduates are celebrating their important milestones and creating the Class of 2012 legacy through the Senior Class Gift.

The Senior Class Gift is a University tradition established by the Class of 2000 to commemorate academic accomplishment and show HPU pride. Members of each class have the opportunity to leave their mark on campus and help support the next generation of HPU students.

Funds from this program enrich the student experience and have an immediate and lasting impact, enriching academic programs and student services. Donors of $50 or more receive a limited edition 2012 Senior Class T-shirt and have their names engraved on a plaque that is displayed in the Meader Library at the downtown campus.

Thank you to everyone who has already contributed to the 2012 Senior Class Gift. It is through the generosity of each graduating class, University alumni, parents, and friends that HPU is able to provide the educational excellence that prepares graduates for future success.

For more information, please visit: www.hpu.edu/seniorgift
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